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Chronicles Of Narnia Pop-Up
The wonderous world of Narnia comes to life! C.S. Lewis’s classic Narnia books spring to life in the hands of award-winning paper engineer Robert Sabuda. Each of the seven books in the series has its own pop-up spread rendered in spectacular detail with stunning special effects. Experience a different adventure from Narnia on every spread in this beautiful addition to the Narnia library---sure to enchant fans of both C.S. Lewis and Robert Sabuda.
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I give the 5 stars to the beautiful craftsmanship that Sabuda does with these pop-up books! The characters are wonderful pop-up versions of the characters in the Narnia series! I admit I have not read all the Narnia books but this book could encourage me to read the ones I haven’t read! One thing I’ve learned from ordering Sabuda’s books is it’s a good idea to always have a bottle of Elmer’s glue handy to repair little tears that I might find in the new book copies. It could just be a small foot torn partially away from the page that would make the figure stand up in the book( which was the case with a standing bird on the last 2 pages of the DINOSAUR ENCYCLOPEDIA POP-UP BOOK) or a dragon’s claw torn partially away from the cardboard of the 2 page spread of DRAGONS AND OTHER MONSTERS pop-up book. In both cases I repaired the small damage and
those same pop-ups look perfect now! The most repair I had to do to a pop-up was with Sabuda’s BEAUTY AND THE BEAST pop-up book. Read my review of that book on .com. But getting back to this book, the Prince Caspian 2 page spread looks great with great poses on Caspian and his old wise teacher if I remember right. But Caspian’s sword was sticking out of the pop-up book closed which sort of amused me because I remember attaching more flat cardboard to the front and back of my pop-up covers of pop-ups I made years ago to cover up any parts of my pop-up illustrations to keep them from sticking out! It’s not easy to keep everything in a pop-up picture display from sticking out when the cover is closed! I think the guy who put this book in a plastic bag, pushed the sword inward into the book which caused a tiny tear where the blade of the sword sticks out from the handle!
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